“... just like an extra
blanket for my feet
and legs.”

“Mini Panel is just
like an extra blanket for my
feet and legs. Everyone tries to save
money on heating and electric bills, so my
thermostat is turned down while resting.
Mini Panel is perfect for chilly mornings and
evenings. Since I work out of my house, I
can get to work right away while I wait
for the whole apartment to heat up.”
Heidi K., Nashville, TN
Energy Efficient

More energy efficient than average space heaters using only the
electrical equivalent of a 150 Watt light bulb.
Cost Efficient

Lowers home and office electric and heating bills and operates with
1/10th the energy of an average space heater.*
Safe and Reliable

Mini Panel has “over heating” protection and unique soft felt-like
surface coating. You can safely touch its surface. There are NO hot
surfaces. This unit does NOT overheat. The build in thermostat keeps
the Mini Panel temperature between 145o-175o F at all times unit
is operating. There is no exposure to coils, odor or carbon monoxide
residues. Easily attached supporting legs and sophisticated
engineering prevents it from lying flat or tipping over.
* - Results may vary.

Ease of Operation

S

engoku’s new and innovative
Mini Panel Electrical Heater is just
the right solution for providing
“gentle heat” for feet and legs – where
the air is coldest, near the floor.
Perfect to use under desks and tables,
Mini Panel is totally safe and extremely
energy efficient. The Mini Panel is
designed to provide your feet and legs
with a perfect blend of comfortable heat.
Easy to operate and very light weight,
Mini Panel uses only 150 Watts.

Technical Data

No messy wall mounting. You can stand Mini Panel on any floor
surface and use it anywhere there is an electrical source. Perfect for
under desks and tables. Just easily attach the supporting legs and
plug it in. The internal thermostat automatically adjusts to deliver a
steady comfortable radiating temperature — just the right level of
warmth for your feet and legs.
Portable

Light weight and non-bulky. You can take it almost anywhere and its
sleek design makes for easy storage.
Perfect for the Office Environment

Fits comfortably under desks and tables. The Mini Panel provides
comfort level and eliminates drafty spots without wasting energy
and running up your electrical bill. It is never disruptive in an office
environment, it operates with “zero noise”.
Better than Fan Space Heaters

No noise, hot surfaces, exposed coils, and more energy efficient.
Radiates just the right amount of “gentle heat” continuously and
comfortably for pennies a day.
Attractive

Easily fits décor with an exceptional sleek and smart design.

150 WATT
120V / 60HZ / 1.3A
NET WEIGHT 6 LBS
GROSS WEIGHT 7LBS
SIZE 15” X 21” X 1”
UPC: 7-95561-70160-1

“So simple to
use and operate. You
don’t have to fiddle with long
instructions or a hard to read
manual. The temperature adjusts
automatically with the touch of one
switch – no complicated settings. Within
1 minute of unpacking Mini Panel, I
had the supporting legs attached, and
within 3, 4 minutes my feet and
legs were cozy.”
Bud. L., Casper WY

“My wife and
I used to argue over the
room’s thermostat. I liked it
warmer, she liked it cooler. Mini
Panel saved the day! Now we can
keep the overall thermostat at a lower
temperature (and save money on our
heating bill) and I am still comfy with
Mini Panel’s warmth near me.”
Thomas A., Chicago, IL
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